Self-isolation and Wills:
Emergency legislation considered
In these unprecedented and challenging times, the legal profession has been experiencing an increase in
enquires from people looking to make or update their will due to COVID-19 Coronavirus.
The profession has been mobilised to meet this demand and the government has designated solicitors
involved in the execution of wills as ‘key workers’ to try to meet this demand.
The very nature of what constitutes a valid last will and testament, as defined by the Wills Act 1837,
currently presents some logistical difficulties. While instructions can be taken remotely and drafts emailed for printing, to make your will legally binding you and your chosen witnesses must physically sign
the document with a wet signature and you all have to be physically present to do so.
As witnesses should be people who are impartial to your circumstances, this presents a challenge for
those who are isolating with family as they, more than likely, will be unsuitable witnesses. Equally, groups
of more than three people are not permitted (for at least the next 3 weeks). So logistically, how do people
execute their wills in lockdown?
“When writing, signing, or witnessing a Will
•
•

Use your own pen to sign the documentation (don’t share a pen)
Wear gloves, when handling the documents and dispose of after use

To accompany your Will
•

It may be considered prudent when writing a “letter of wishes” to explain any reasoning behind
your will and your choice of its contents or beneficiaries as this will add weight to the intention of
the person who has written the Will and will be viewed positively by the courts, should there be
any subsequent challenges at a later time.”

The consensus amongst the profession currently appears to be that there is no clear solution for this issue
within the law as it currently stands.
For that reason, the Law Society is currently in urgent discussions with the Government at the Ministry of
Justice, to see if they can agree emergency legislation to change the formal requirements needed to
finalise a will in the current circumstances.

For example: If the client is in a risk category, it is preferable to find a way to deal with the matter remotely,
for example by Skype.
The Solicitors Regulation Authority state:
We expect solicitors to comply with the law and the legal requirements and advise clients appropriately. We do
not set any specific requirements or prescribe the way in which the legal requirements must be met. However,
you should make sure, in line with our Principles, that you are acting in the best interests of your client. The risk
to the client and their beneficiaries of an invalid will are obvious and significant.
We appreciate that current circumstances may require you to make some difficult and novel judgments.
For instance, if you are supervising the execution of a will by someone in a care home you will be unable to
attend physically to supervise so will need to issue clear instructions on how the will can be properly executed
by the testator and for example care workers as witnesses. It may be possible to supervise the process
electronically.eg through video or other virtual means. If you are making such judgment calls, we expect you to
keep appropriate records of your decisions and how you made sure you were complying with our Principles.
These could be by making full and prompt files notes, by recording in a video the advice given and the
circumstances surrounding the testator’s signature and so on.
An update from the Law Society is due shortly, but the good news is that this is not coming from a
standing start. The Law Commission already undertook an extensive consultation in 2017 on
modernising the law on wills. Included within that consultation was the possibility of both allowing for
electronic signatures on wills and also granting courts the power to dispense, on a retrospective basis,
with the formalities required to make a valid will.
This would mean that if someone passed away having attempted to execute a will but not having met all
the formalities (such as having their signature witnessed) then an application could be made to have the
will declared valid anyway. This is a power already exercised in some other jurisdictions.
It should also be noted that the law also allows for ‘privileged wills’ which do not require the same
formalities and applies to those in active military service.
This is a fast-moving situation and we will keep you informed of any further updates.

Get in touch:
Please make sure you are abiding by the latest government guidelines surrounding Coronavirus when you
are signing and witnessing your will.
If you want any more advice on how to make a will, please contact your usual solicitor or to find a
solicitor, use the law society link and selecting a town near you, from which you can find several firms
practicing who might be able to assist you. https://solicitors.lawsociety.org.uk/?Pro=False
Should you wish to contact Cornwall Air Ambulance to advise the charity you have written or updated a
Will, or are considering leaving the charity a gift in your Will we would be delighted to hear from you. You
are under no obligation to tell us, however in doing so, we can thank you today. You can contact me by
emailing: Debbie@cornwallairambulancetrust.org
If you do decide to leave a Gift to Cornwall Air Ambulance your solicitor or Will writer will need the
following information:
Full Charity name: Cornwall Air Ambulance Trust
Registered Charity address: Trevithick Downs, Newquay, Cornwall, TR8 4DY
Registered Charity number: 1133295

Disclaimer: The information on the Cornwall Air Ambulance Trust website is for general information only
and reflects the position at the date of publication. 07/04/2020.
It does not constitute legal advice and should not be treated as such. If you would like to ensure the
commentary reflects current legislation, case law or best practice please contact a Law firm via the Law
Society https://solicitors.lawsociety.org.uk/?Pro=False

